The present paper traces the history of four selected adverbs with the prefix be-in Middle English. Already in Old English behind, beneath, between and betwixt are attested to function as both adverbs and prepositions, which demonstrates that the process of grammaticalisation accounting for the development of prepositions from adverbs started before that period. The focus of the study are the diachronic changes of the degree of grammaticalisation of the examined lexemes in the Middle English period as demonstrated by the ratio of their use with a respective function in the most natural context. Hence, specially selected Middle English prose texts are analysed.
Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to investigate the history of four selected compound adverbs with the prefix be-in Middle English from the perspective of the degree of grammaticalisation. The analysed lexemes share some structural, functional, etymological and semantic characteristics and include behind, beneath, between and betwixt, i.e., ME bihīnde(n), binēthe(n), bitwēne and bitwix (en) . Structurally, these words are composed of the prefix be-, ME bi-/beand an adverb or a numeral, and are recorded in the function of both prepositions and adverbs already in Old English. All the examined compound adverbs have emerged in the process of grammaticalisation, specifically reanalysis of the preposition and adverb bī (big) 'about', which developed into the prefix bi-/be-, and respective adverbs with the originally locative sense. Further, the grammaticalisation continued, which is demonstrated by the rise of grammatical units, i.e., prepositions from lexical ones, i.e., adverbs. As confirmed by the presence of the discussed words functioning as prepositions in Old English, those two stages of grammaticalisation must have occurred before that period. The focus of the study is the Middle English period and the diachronic changes of the degree of grammaticalisation of ME bihīnde(n), binēthe(n), bitwēne and bitwix (en) . The degree will be tested on the basis of the ratio of their use with a respective function. The decrease in the adverbial use of the lexemes will be a sign of a higher degree of grammaticalisation.
Theoretical framework and methodology
The grammaticalisation framework applied in the study relies on the classical definition by Kuryłowicz (1965: 69) stating that " [g] rammaticalization consists in the increase of the range of a morpheme advancing from a lexical to a grammatical or from a less grammatical to a more grammatical status, e.g., from a derivative formant to an inflectional one" as well as on the more recently view of grammaticalisation as "the process whereby lexical items and constructions come in certain linguistic contexts to serve grammatical functions, and, once grammaticalized, continue to develop new grammatical functions" (Hopper and Traugott 2003: xv) .
The special context in which the degree of grammaticalisation of bihīnde(n), binēthe(n), bitwēne and bitwix(en) will be examined is intended to be the most natural, or neutral, i.e., closest to spoken Middle English. Hence, the selection of special prose texts for the analysis will guarantee the exclusion of occurrences which might have been motivated by such poetic devices as rhyme, rhythm or alliteration. As noticed by Markus, "prose, on an average, employed a language less stylised than verse and was, thus, relatively close to the language really used by people." (http://www.uibk.ac.at/anglistik/projects/icamet/) The linguistic material selected for the present investigation relies on the recent achievements of corpus linguistics and specifically on Manfred Markus's (2010) Innsbruck Corpus of Middle English Prose 1 (henceforth Innsbruck Corpus). This extensive electronic corpus is a collection of complete texts, not of text samples, which ensures the completeness of the analysed data. However, not all the 129 texts amounting to as many as c. 7.8 million words have been employed in the present study. The intention is to analyse the behaviour of bihīnde(n), binēthe(n), bitwēne and bitwix(en) only in the texts with most reliably identified localisation and dates, the information of which has been derived from A Linguistic Atlas of Early Middle English (LAEME) and an electronic version of A Linguistic Atlas of Late Mediaeval English (eLALME) (cf. Esquibel and Wojtyś 2012; Wełna 2013 Wełna , 2015 . Such a procedure will guarantee the highest accurateness and reliability of the obtained results relating to the chronological and dialectal distribution of the examined lexemes. Thus, a total number of 56 Middle English complete prose texts will be subject to further analysis. (1,900,729 words). Altogether, the study is based on about 2.5 million words. Other extensive and acknowledged databases employed for the analysis include the Oxford English Dictionary online (henceforth OED), the Middle English Dictionary online (henceforth MED) as well as the Dictionary of Old English (A-H online) (henceforth DOE) and the Dictionary of Old English Corpus (DOEC).
Previous studies on the grammaticalisation of Medieval English adverbs
Middle English adverbs and their development into prepositions and conjunctions/subordinarors viewed in the grammaticalisation framework have been recently of interest to a few scholars. Molencki, Rissanen and KahlasTarkka, who performed detailed qualitative studies richly illustrated with quotations from various corpora and dictionaries, deserve a special mention here.
Molencki studied the topic most extensively. Molencki (2003 Molencki ( , 2005 Molencki ( , 2007abc, 2008 offers a detailed analysis of ME as, after, before, since, because and their path of development from adverbs to conjunctions. Moreover, he investigates a group of Middle English prepositions and conjunctions borrowed from Romance sources, e.g., according to, during, purveyed/provided, save, except, maugre, (a) round and sans (Molencki 2011a) . Molencki (2011b) discusses the development of the preposition forward in Middle English. He bases his studies on the DOEC, the OED and the MED. Moreover, in his extensive book devoted to the rise of Medieval English causal conjunctions in the process of grammaticalisation Molencki (2012) thoroughly discusses the development of because from the noun cause. The author employs not only the databases mentioned above but also the Corpus of Middle English Poetry and Prose, the Anglo-Norman Dictionary and the Helsinki corpora. Rissanen (2000a and 2004) studies the grammaticalisation of according to and beside(s) respectively, relying mainly on the Medieval English parts of the Helsinki Corpus and the ARCHER Corpus. Rissanen (2005) investigates the development of the Early English till and until into conjunctions and Rissanen (2007) prepositions, i.e. aboue, after, at, bi, bifore, bihinde, biside, in, on, ouer, þurgh and under. Relying on the occurrences recorded in the Middle English part of the Helsinki Corpus he analysed the development of these prepositions from lexical items as well as their semantic erosion. Moreover, he conducts the analysis of the frequency and dialectal distribution of the prepositions, which, however, due to the size of the corpus may pose the question of the reliability of his results. ME bihīnde(n), binēthe(n), bitwēne and bitwix(en) have not been investigated in the grammaticalisation framework so far. Some aspects of those lexemes have been of interest to a couple of scholars, though. Hotta (2014) analyses recorded spelling variants of ME betwixt and between and the competition between them. Ciszek-Kiliszewska (2014) compares the semantics of ME twēne and bitwēne and provides the textual distribution of bitwēne and bitwix(en) in texts employing twēne. Moreover, Ciszek-Kiliszewska (2017a) investigates the semantic features as well as the temporal, textual and dialect distribution of ME bitwix(en).
Ciszek-Kiliszewska (2017b) thoroughly discusses various aspects of bihīnde(n), binēthe(n), bitwēne and bitwix(en) as well as bifōre(n) and biyōnd(e) relating to the use of those lexemes in complete Middle English prose texts. The author devotes a considerable part of her book to the semantic analysis of the analysed words, including the distinction between their prepositional and adverbial uses. Ciszek-Kiliszewska recognises the prototypical locative senses, the temporal and the abstract/metaphoric (neither locative nor temporal) senses. She also provides the textual and dialectal distribution of the analysed words accompanied by their frequencies. In terms of the obtained detailed quantitative results, the study is intended to provide a reliable overview of the use of the examined lexemes in specific periods, dialects and texts as well as a comprehensive database for further studies. Hence, the author does not distinguish between the frequencies of the prepositional and of the adverbial uses of the words in particular texts. Ciszek-Kiliszewska (2017) will serve as a source of some data and a point of reference for the present paper, which delves into the frequencies and the proportions between prepositional and adverbial uses as well as the degree of grammaticalisation of the four ME bi-words analysed there.
Etymology
The MED, the OED and the DOE point to OE bi-, behindan (see DOE behindan) as the ancestor of ME bihīnde(n). Regarding the structure of OE behindan, the OED recognises the word as composed of the Germanic prefix be-and the adverb hindan 'from behind, behind', specifying the direction. The adverb goes back to the root hind-found in words like hinder and hindmost and the adverbial suffixana. The prefix be-adds the meaning relating to the location. As mentioned above, the same prefix appears in all the words analysed in the present study. ME binēthe(n) is recognised by the MED and the OED as going back to OE bineoþan, -niþan (see DOE beneoþan). Moreover, the OED's claim that " [o] riginally an adverb, but already in Old English construed with dative (of reference), as a preposition" may point to the grammaticalisation path. Be-niðan/neoðan is analysed as consisting of the prefix be-and niðan, neoðan 'below, down', originally 'from below,' earlier neoðane, neoðone; cf. OS nithana, OHG nidana, MHG niden(e) < Gmc niþar 'lower, farther down, down' plus the adverbial ending -ana.
As claimed by the MED, the ME bitwēne originates in OE betwēonum, -an & bitwīn(um) . The OED provides a similar origin, yet the dictionary distinguishes two related Old English forms, i.e., OE bi-, betwēonum, etc., which developed into Middle English bitwenen, -twene, and the exclusively Northern OE bi-, betwēon, etc., which evolved into ME bitwēn. "[A]fter 1400, when final -e became mute, and was omitted in writing, or retained only as a sign of a preceding long vowel, both forms necessarily coalesced in betwene (= betwēn)". Additionally, the OED recognises OE betwēonum as originating in the Old English construction bi sǣm twēonum, lit. 'by seas twain', in which twēonum is derived from the original Old English dative plural *twīhnum, *tweohnum 2 . Phrases like frið freondum bi twēon 'peace friends between' represent the further step towards the merger of the preposition bi and twēonum/twēon. Regarding the early forms of between, the DOE, which, similarly to the MED and the OED, identifies the Old English preposition and adverb betwēonan as the ancestor of Middle English bitwēne, "here are all forms derived from be + tweonum (dat.) with medial -n-, and all forms derived from be + *twīhn (acc.) with final -n, -nh." (DOE betwēonan) ME bitwix(e), the ancestor of Present-Day English betwixt, is claimed by the MED to be going back to OE betwix,-tweox, -twux(t), -tux (cf. OFris. twiska, OS twisk). Likewise, according to the OED, ME bitwix goes back to OE betweohs, -tweox, -twux, -twyx, -tux, probably shortened from the dative *be-tweoxum, -tweox(a)n, preserved in Middle English as be-, bitwixe(n). OE *be-tweoxum, -tweohsum, originally OE *bi-twihsum < *-twicsum, *-twiscum is viewed as composed of the prefix be-and *twiscum, (dative plural of *twisc 'two-fold', adj.) (OS twisc, OHG zuiski, MHG zwisc, zwisch < OGerm. twiskjo-). *twisc can be further analysed as a complex form consisting of twa 'two' and the suffix -isc. The Old English ancestor of ME bitwix(en) provided by the DOE is the preposition and adverb betwux. The Old English forms authorized by the dictionary include "all forms derived from be + Gmc. *twisk-with final -x, -xh, -xs, -xt, -hs, -hx, or an -(a) 
n suffix and medial -x-, -hx-." (DOE betwux)

Grammaticalisation
The test demonstrating the degree of grammaticalisation of the examined Middle English words, bihīnde(n), binēthe(n), bitwēne and bitwix(en), conducted in the present study will rely on the proportion of the use of those lexemes with different functions. Specifically, the number of tokens of adverbial uses of respective words will be compared to the number of tokens of prepositional uses attested in the 2 *twīhnum can be further analysed as twīh + the collective suffix -n-+ case inflection (Kitson 1993: 12) . examined specially selected Middle English prose texts. The ratios will be tested separately for Early and Late Middle English texts. This will allow us for the observation of some diachronic tendencies concerning the use of bihīnde(n), binēthe(n), bitwēne and bitwix(en). The textual and dialectal distribution of the examined tokens is presented in the hope of providing some insight into the degree of grammaticalisation as perceived from those perspectives.
Grammaticalisation of bihīnde(n)
As evaluated by Ciszek-Kiliszewska (2017: 109) , the examined 56 complete Middle English prose texts specially selected from the Innsbruck Corpus amounting to c. 2.5 million words contain 239 occurrences of bihīnde(n). Table 1 shows the distribution of numbers recorded in Early and Late Middle English prose texts. The relative frequency per 100,000 words shows that despite the uneven number of tokens in the texts representing the two Middle English subperiods, the relative use of bihīnde(n) is similar in both Early and Late Middle English. Regarding the Early Middle English period, the investigation of the texts shows the use of bihīnde(n) in only about a half of them. Table 2 (in the Appendix) presents the distribution of the tokens in specific Early Middle English prose texts divided into groups representing particular dialects. Moreover, the instances are divided according to their function, i.e., adverbs and prepositions.
In total, bihīnde(n) is recorded 35 times as an adverb and only 15 times as a preposition in the investigated Early Middle English texts. Figure 1 presents the absolute number of tokens of the adverbs and prepositions normalised to a relative frequency per 100,000 words. The general dominant function of bihīnde(n) as an adverb in the examined linguistic material can be easily seen. Moreover, the same tendency is exhibited in all the dialects and in the analysed prose texts including bihīnde(n). A minor exception is the text of Ancrene Riwle (Gon-Ca) in which the use of the adverbial and prepositional tokens is balanced.
The analysis of the Late Middle English prose texts demonstrates a radically different distribution of bihīnde(n). Generally, more tokens than in Early Middle English are recorded and almost all Late Middle English texts employ bihīnde(n). Table 3 (in the Appendix) presents the results of the investigation.
The total absolute numbers demonstrate that the function of bihīnde(n) notably changes in Late Middle English. The lexeme is attested to function as a preposition more frequently than as an adverb. Figure 2 presents those frequencies as relative per 100,000 words. While the frequency of use of bihīnde(n) as an adverb shows a tendency towards a decrease in the later period, the prepositional function of bihīnde(n) is employed noticeably more frequently in Late than in Early Middle English. The prevailingly adverbial use of bihīnde(n) in Early Middle English with time changes into a more balanced use of the word with both functions with a slightly higher frequency of bihīnde(n) employed as a preposition in Late Middle English. Thus, it might be assumed that ME bihīnde(n) shows an advancing yet still intermediate degree of grammaticalisation. Interestingly, a scrutiny of the dialectal and textual distribution of bihīnde(n) in Early and in Late Middle English reveals that while the EM micro-scale use overlaps with the global results obtained for Early Middle English, there are some discrepancies in Late Middle English. Specifically, one out of four West Midland texts, the only Kentish text and 11 out of 16 East Midland texts exhibit proportions of the adverbial and the prepositional use of bihīnde(n) different from those observed for the whole LME period. The adverbial use of bihīnde(n) in them is either higher or the same as the prepositional one, which exhibits a lower micro-scale degree of grammaticalisation than that estimated for Late Middle English prose. 
Grammaticalisation of binēthe(n)
The examined Middle English prose texts of c. 2.5 million words include 75 instances of binēthe(n) (Ciszek-Kiliszewska 2017: 130) . Table 4 shows the distribution of tokens attested in Early and Late Middle English prose. The relative frequency per 100,000 words shows that despite the uneven number of tokens in the texts representing the two Middle English subperiods, the relative use of binēthe(n) is similarly low in both Early and Late Middle English. Binēthe(n) can be found in about a half of the analysed Early Middle English texts. Nevertheless, texts representing all the dialectal areas employ the lexeme. Table 5 (in the Appendix) presents the distribution of tokens according to the syntactic function.
The obtained results show that the adverbial function of binēthe(n) is represented by a higher number of occurrences, i.e., 17 than the prepositional one attested in 9 cases. Figure 4 presents the absolute number of the adverbs and prepositions normalised to a relative frequency per 100,000 words. prep. Figure 4 clearly demonstrates that the adverbial function of binēthe(n) is employed about twice as frequently as the prepositional function in Early Middle English prose. Hence, it can be concluded that the degree of grammaticalisation of binēthe(n) in Early Middle English is low. When the same phenomenon is observed from the perspective of specific dialects or single prose texts, generally, a similar conclusion can be drawn. There are, however, some Southern and West Midland texts which exhibit minor deviation from the overall tendency (cf. Table 5 ).
The investigation of the Late Middle English prose texts demonstrates a higher number of attested tokens of binēthe(n) in comparison to the Early Middle English linguistic material. Table 6 (in the Appendix) illustrates the results of the analysis including the textual distribution of the occurrences with a respective function.
The total absolute numbers of binēthe(n) divided according to the function of the lexeme show a similar tendency to that exhibited in Early Middle English prose. Specifically, binēthe(n) is employed as an adverb about twice as frequently as with the prepositional function. Figure 5 presents the proportion of the relative frequencies normalised to the number of instances per 100,000 words. The frequency of use of binēthe(n) with both functions decreases in Late Middle English. The ratio of the relative frequency reduction is similar in both cases and amounts to about 40% each. Hence, binēthe(n) becomes employed less frequently in general and its function stays stable in both Early and Late Middle English. In both examined subperiods binēthe(n) functions as an adverb about twice more frequently than as a preposition. Consequently, it may be argued that even though ME binēthe(n) is grammaticalised to the extent that it can function not only as an adverb but also as a preposition already in Old English, the degree of its grammaticalisation in Middle English seems low because the lexeme exhibits a tendency towards functioning prevailingly as an adverb both in Early and in Late Middle English. However, a detailed examination of the dialectal and textual distribution of binēthe(n) in Early and in Late Middle English reveals that all the EME Southern texts and some West Midland texts employing binēthe(n) (see Table 5 ) as well as some LME West Midland (one out of two), Southern (the only one) and East Midland (four out of 12) texts including binēthe(n) (see Table 6 ) slightly deviated from the general tendency and thus the generally low degree of grammaticalisation. This might be indicative of the dialectal and textual variation with respect to that specific examined lexeme. Moreover, one might speculate that the listed dialects and texts are the leaders initiating and signalling the presupposed change towards a higher degree of grammaticalisation of binēthe(n) in Early Modern English. prep.
Grammaticalisation of bitwēne
There are 829 instances of bitwēne in the investigated Middle English prose texts (Ciszek-Kiliszewska 2017: 150). Table 7 presents their distribution in Early and Late Middle English prose. The relative frequency per 100,000 words shows that despite the uneven number of tokens in the texts representing the two Middle English subperiods, the relative use of bitwēne is similar in both Early and Late Middle English. Regarding the analysed Early Middle English prose texts, bitwēne can be found in all the dialectal areas but not in all texts representing them. Table 8 (in the Appendix) shows the textual and dialectal distribution of tokens according to their syntactic function. Table 8 shows that there are only seven instances of the adverbial use of bitwēne in the examined complete prose texts of c. 600,000 words. Figure 7 normalises the obtained results to a relative frequency per 100,000 words. In that context, the adverbial function of bitwēne proves to be only slightly more frequent than one token per 100,000 words. The prepositional function of bitwēne is employed c. 25 times more frequently. Regarding the Late Middle English prose, there are generally more recorded cases of bitwēne. Table 9 (in the Appendix) introduces their distribution and functions before the data normalisation. The table demonstrates that the use of bitwēne with the adverbial function in the Late Middle English prose is only sporadic. The dominating function of ME bitwēne is that of a preposition. Figure 8 presents the Late Middle English data normalised to the relative frequencies per 100,000 words. As can be seen bitwēne functioning as an adverb is attested less frequently than once per 100,000 words. As demonstrated in Figure 9 , bitwēne functions almost exclusively as a preposition in both Early and Late Middle English prose. Its adverbial function is even about twice less frequent in the latter period. Moreover, the relative frequency of the use of bitwēne as a preposition steadily grows between Early and Late Middle English. On the basis of those observations of the behaviour of bitwēne in the analysed Middle English prose, it can be claimed that bitwēne is highly grammaticalised in prose representing both examined periods. Those global results are also validated by the distribution of the tokens of bitwēne functioning as a preposition or as an adverb in every dialect and in every particular text employing bitwēne.
Grammaticalisation of bitwix(en)
The analysed Middle English prose texts employ 390 occurrences of bitwix(en) (Ciszek-Kiliszewska 2017: 176) . Their distribution in Early and Late Middle English prose is presented in Table 10 . Figure 10 highlights the LME data normalised to the relative frequencies per 100,000 words. occurrences of bitwix(en) functioning as a preposition or as an adverb in every dialect and in every specific text including bitwix(en).
Conclusions
The aim of the present study was to investigate the degree of grammaticalisation of four selected complex adverbs with the prefix be-, ME bi-/be-, in the Middle English period. The examined words shared some structural, functional, etymological and semantic characteristics and included behind, beneath, between and betwixt, i.e., ME bihīnde(n), binēthe(n), bitwēne and bitwix(en). Moreover, all analysed complex adverbs originally emerged in the process of grammaticalisation from the preposition and adverb bī (big) 'about' developing into the prefix bi-/be-and respective adverbs with the originally locative sense. The analysis was conducted on the basis of Middle English prose texts, which are unbiased by some poetic devices and thus closer to the spoken natural language.
For that purpose 56 specially selected texts (c. 2.5 million words) from the Innsbruck Corpus of Middle English Prose (Markus 2010) were examined. The degree of grammaticalisation was tested on the basis of the proportion between their use with the adverbial and with the prepositional function. The grammaticalisation of the four examined words, i.e., bihīnde(n), binēthe(n), bitwēne and bitwix(en) exhibits three different degrees. Bitwēne and bitwix(en) are similarly highly grammaticalised in both Early and Late Middle English prose. It is manifested by either no cases or only a marginal frequency of their use with the adverbial function in both examined subperiods. Bihīnde(n) is less grammaticalised showing the dominating adverbial use in Early Middle English prose, which, however, changes to the prepositional function being employed more frequently than the adverbial one in the Late Middle English prose. ME binēthe(n) is the least grammaticalised. It is used as an adverb relatively about twice more frequently than as a preposition in prose representing both Middle English subperiods. Additionally, the scrutiny of every individual text and dialect and the behaviour of the analysed four lexemes there provided insight into some interesting peculiarities concerning the degree of grammaticalisation as viewed from those perspectives. While the degrees of grammaticalisation estimated for bitwēne and bitwix(en) in Early and Late Middle English are also valid for every dialect and every single analysed text, bihīnde(n) and binēthe(n) display a somewhat smaller textual and dialectal compliance. 
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